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MAY 7

Thirty three people attended our meeting on May
7, and six new members joined the club. A
delicious chocolate cake, baked with Wild Rose
Oatmeal Stout, was kindly provided by Clare
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Tho Lagt Groat Browpuoo in Toronto

Stanfield for us all to taste.

fozz tourg and tipg a fow in Hogtown

We had a brief business meeting, in which the
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Cakog and Alo

following items were discussed:

•

Claro ~tanfiold bakog up a ~tout Cab

1. Canada Malting tour: We would have to
meet there at about 3:00 p.m. on a Wednesday,
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Got tho mogt out of your ~tovotop
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how
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Thursday, or Friday, and anyone participating
would need to bring steel-toed boots. Enough
members expressed interest that we will pursue
the idea further and try to come up with some
possible dates.

A qUiek look at noxt month'g boor gtylo

2. Our Summer Barbecue will be on Saturday,
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C.Umato Chango and Hopg
A roport from tho Hop fioldg of £uropo
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Tho Troaguror'g Roport
by Brian Road

June 28 at fezz's place, and the club will provide
the meat. More details on Page 10, sign up on the
website.
3. The Great Canadian Beer Festival will be
held in Victoria on Friday, September 5 and
Saturday, September 6. Tickets for this event are
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Wild Rogo Wort Challongo
Dotailg on thig gummor'g C.lub eompotition
~ummor

Bar-B-Q

Dotailg on our Yoar £nd Bagh
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Tho Boorg of Nova ~otia
Jamio Burla pourg down-homo browg

normally very difficult to get, as they sell out
rapidly. Members of our club can order them
through Wild Rose. To secure your place, leave
a cheque with the bartender at the Wild Rose
Taproom and get your name on the list

BEFORE our June 4th meeting. More details on
this event can be found on Page 9.
4. Wild Rose is also considering arranging a

charter flight, to save money on air fares. It
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Now Brow - Lagunitag lumpy Gravy

would probably leave Thursday afternoon or
evening and return Sunday. More details to
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Baek Pago Notog

follow, when we have them.

5. Wild Rose Challenge: Sometime in mid June, Wild

Rose Brewery will provide 20 liters of wort, at a cost of
$20, to members who wish to participate. The idea is to
modify the wort as you wish, then ferment it with your
own yeast. Entries will be judged in September. The prize
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3. Holsten Maibock, Hamburg, Germany (7%): This beer
is light amber to gold. It has a warm mouthfeel and a full
body, with a crisp and clean flavor. The nose is
significantly malty andthe flavour is balanced more toward
bitterness than the previous two Maibocks.

for the winning beer will be an opportunity to participate

4. Holsten Festbock, Hamburg, Germany (7%): This

in a brew day in the Wild Rose Brewery, working with

traditional Bock has a dark copper to brown color and a

the brewer. In addition, there is a possibility that the

warming mouthfeel. Its flavor is clean, but with some

recipe for one of the entries (not necessarily the winner)

astringency and coffee-like notes contributed by the dark

will be used to produce a seasonal beer, and the person

malts. The bitterness is approximately the same as the

who contributed this recipe will have hisiher name

Holsten Maibock.

associated with this particular seasonal. (Only if one of
the beers is judged to be commercially viable). For more
information, see the article on page 10.
The theme of our meeting this month was Bocks. This

5. Mad Mutton Bock, Calgary homebrew (6.7%): This
homebrew, contributed by Dean Royer, was brewed using a
double decoction mash. It is dark copper colored, and is
clean and malty, with subdued bitterness.

style of strong, malty lager originated in the town of

6. Celebrator Doppelbock, Ayinger Brewery - Aying,

Eisbeck, in northern Germany, in the 13th century. They

Bavaria (6.7%): The color is dark brown, with red notes.

are traditionally brewed using a double or triple decoction

The aroma is very malty, with a pronounced impression of

mash.

Brian Read

dark malts. The finish is warming, astringent, and slightly
bitter, with a lingering impression of coffee and burnt toast.

TASTING NOTES

7. Creemore Springs Urbock, Creemore, Ontario (6%):
This copper-colored traditional Bock has a medium body
and is balanced somewhat more toward bitterness than
some of the others tried. It has a toasty taste.
8. Eisbock, Niagara Falls Brewing, Ontario (8%): This
style of beer is partly frozen during production, and then
the supernatant poured off the resulting ice, in order to
concentrate the flavors and the alcohol. It is light copper
colored and well carbonated, with a dense head. The nose
is very malty, but also appeared to me to also exhibit some
esters. It has a medium to full body, somewhat diminished
by the alcohol, which also makes it very warm in the
mouth.

1. Wild Rose Maibock, Calgary (7.5% alc): This light
copper-colored, effervescent beer has a clean, malty foundation.
The finish is slightly sweet, but also slightly sharp, I think due
to the alcohol content. The alcohol also gives a warm
mouthfeel, which complements the fullness of the malt.
2. Alley Kat Maibock, Edmonton (6.8%): This beer is also
light copper-colored and effervescent, and its appearance
resembles the Wild Rose Bock. It has a good maltlhop balance,
with some malty sweetness, but there was enough diacetyl to
compromise the crispness that I would prefer in this style.

Brian Read
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The Last Great Brevv
Pubs in Toronto
Toronto once boasted a number of great
brewpubs and several renowned beer bars and
restaurants. Alas, most of the brewpubs are gone,
and some of the beer bars too, but on the plus
side, the Great Leap forward of the last decade in
Ontario craft brewing has resulted in many good
brews being available at a wider number of bars
and restaurants than ever before. The intrepid
Beer Hunter was sometimes hard pressed in the
past to find a decent brew upon wandering into
the wrong bar. Now, however, there is a good
chance of running into some fresh and interesting

The Mill Street Brewery, located in

beers.

Toronto's historic Distillery District, sports a large

Some of the brewpubs that have closed still
brew, making and marketing their products as
microbreweries, outside of the restaurant

restaurant space and a lovely patio on
cobblestones, bumping up against their

business. The Amsterdam & Denisons are two, for
example, that still produce their fine line of beers,

neighbours with a very Euro feel. Their four main
bottled beers, brewed at a larger production
facility elsewhere, are on tap; Mill Street Coffee

and now, through better distribution, they are

Porter, Tankhouse Ale, Wit & Organic Lager. Also

more widely available.
Strictly speaking, the three pubs we visited

available is their impressive line of Seasonals and

are NOT really brewpubs. The Granite Brewery at

Specialties.
The afternoon we visited, taps included a

Mt. Pleasant & Eglinton is technically a
microbrewery offering up their products on tap
only at their 'tied house' location. Mill Street, in
the east end, is also a microbrewery, brewing at

lovely LP.A. (fresh hop, well balanced Ontario IPA,
not as hopped as West Coast versions, long dry

two locations, but has a large tap room - restaurant
that serves all of their brews. C'est What?, who

surprisingly very red & refreshingly fruity
Raspberry. They do have a hand pump for cask
conditioned products, but unfortunately for us,

finish); an E.S.B. (fresh hops, malty architecture,
well balanced, smooth finish) a Scotch Ale and a

once made their own beers on premise, now has
them made elsewhere, but offers the best

they were between casks the afternoon we

overview of the entire Ontario craft brewing
community.

dropped by. We were also offered quick look at
the brewery and a lovely taste of an upcoming
Stout and a Barley Wine straight out of the tank
by the Brewer on site. Quite lovely brews as well.
The Specialty and Seasonals are still brewed on
premise at the pub location.

(continued on page 8)

For the literary inclined among us, you may recognize
this as the title of a Somerset Maugham novel. For
those of you who were at the May meeting of the
Cowtown Yeast Wranglers, you'll recognize it as the
cake we ate that night!
I took the recipe from the Globe and Mail's March 15

What to do

edition - recipes for St. Paddy's Day. The food
columnist said she'd adapted it from a Nigella Lawson

Preheat oven to 350 F. Butter a 9-inch spring-form

recipe, so there, that's all my copyright due diligence

pan and line the bottom with parchment paper.

done!
Pour beer into a large saucepan over medium heat.
The original recipe calls for Guinness. But when I told

Add butter and heat until melted, remove from heat.

Mike that I was going to make this for beer club, he

Combine the cocoa and sugar in a separate bowl (it's

offered a cup of Wild Rose Alberta Crude Oatmeal

easier to handle cocoa when mixed with sugar), then

Stout, and that's what I used in the cake we ate that

whisk this mixture into the beer and butter.

night. Worked great!
Combine sour cream, eggs and vanilla in a separate
It's pretty easy to make, here's the recipe:

mixture into the beery-chocolate mixture until fully
combined. It will be looking quite decadently rich at

Ingredients:

this point - yum!

1 cup stout
1 cup unsalted butter

% cups unsweetened cocoa powder
2 cups sugar
2/3 of a cup of sour cream
2 large eggs
1 tablespoon vanilla
2 cups all-purpose flour
2 % teaspoons

bowl and beat until smooth and uniform. Whisk this

·ng soda (yes, soda, not powder)

Whisk in the flour and baking soda - I like to pour the
flour into the cocoa/sugar bowl and incorporate the
soda before adding the lot to the beer mixture. That
way, I get the remnants of the cocoa and I don't have
to worry about the soda not being mixed in evenly.
Pour the batter into the cake pan and bake for 50
minutes to an hour, or until a skewer comes out with
crumbs clinging to it. Put the tin on a rack and let it
cool completely before removing the cake from the
pan.
Garnish with fresh berries, whipped cream, powdered
sugar... use your imagination.
See? Easy-peasy.

Clare Stanfield
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Improved Boiling on your Stovetop!
Full wort boils are necessary for all grain brewers, and can

but without the foil blanket. It also reduced my heating time

help improve the hop utilization, colour, and flavour of

to boil by about 7 minutes.

extract beers. But boiling 6 to 7 gallons of wort can be
Here are myoid and new pots respectively:

challenging for a number of reasons. A primary concern is
that you need a powerful heat source to boil that much
liquid and to keep it at a rolling boil for 60 - 90 minutes.
Propane-powered turkey fryer kits are a popular solution,
but require that you boil outdoors. The stovetop is a
comfortable option in the winter months, but it has its own
challenges.
The biggest problem with my stove, which is a problem
shared by many, is that a single burner doesn't throw
enough heat to boil all my wort for a 5 gal batch in one pot.
Previously, the best I could do was about 3.5 - 4 gallons in
my flat-bottomed stainless pot (uncovered). However, I
have experimented a bit and found a solution to get 7

I made the reflective foil blanket out of reflective insulation

gallons of wort to a rolling boil easily on my electric stove.

found at Home Depot. I used two wraps around the pot, and
secured everything with foil tape. I cut notches for the pot

First, I used my cheap 30 qt aluminum pot that came with

handles, and then tucked the top and bottom ends under and

my propane burner in a cheap turkey fryer kit. I am a big

taped them in place, leaving a good inch gap at the bottom (I

fan of aluminum because it transfers heat better than

was worried that plastic part of the insulation would melt if

stainless (see my article in the February 2008 newsletter).

too close to the burner). I also did a couple of wraps offoil

In a water trial, I was able to get 5 gals to a rolling boil in it

tape around the bottom of the blanket to reflect away heat

significantly faster than the SS pot.

from the burner. The nice thing about the blanket is that I can
easily slip it on or off, e.g. if I want to use this pot outside on

Second, I added a reflective foil blanket to the pot. The

the propane burner again. The materials for the blanket cost

reflective insulation helps prevent heat from escaping out

about $14. This cheap and easy solution may not work for

the sides of the pot, which really helps conserve heat inside

everyone, but it made all the world of difference for me.

the pot. In fact, it was enough to bring 7 gals to boil instead

Darren Bender

of only 5 when I used the same pot on the same burner

WHEAT BEER PROFILES:
ANY BEER CONTAINING A HIGH PROPORTION OF MALlED WHEAT
AMERICAN WHEAT: THIS SfYLE CAN BE ALE OF LAGER, CHARAClERIZED BY LOW MALT AROMA AND/OR FlAVOUR

OG

= 1.030 -

1.0SO FG

= 1.004 -

1.018 IBU

=5

- 17

SRM

=2

- 8 ABV

= 3.5 - 5

%

= 2.3 - 2.6

C02

BELGIAN WHIlE: UNMALlED WHEAT IS USED, SOMETIMES OATS, MAY BE SPICED WITH CORRIANDER SEED & ORANGE PEEL

OG

= 1.044 -

1.0SO FG

= 1.006 -

1.010 IBU

= 15 - 25

SRM

=2

- 4 ABV

= 4.8 - 52%

= 2.1

C02

- 2.6

GERMAN WHEAT: - BERLINER WEISSE: 60 - 70% MALlED WHEAT USED, CHARAClERIZED BY SHARP, LACTIC SOURNESS

OG

= 1.028 -

1.032 FG

= 1.004 -

1.006 IBU

=3

- 6

SRM

=2

- 4 ABV

= 2.4 - 3A %

C02

= 3.45

- WEIZENlWEISSBEERlDUNKELWEIZEN: SO % WHEAT MALT, CLOVE/BANANA FlAVOURS. MILD SOURNESS ACCEPTABLE

OG

= 1.048 -

1.056 FG

= 1.010 -

1.016 IBU

= 10 -15

SRM

=3

- 6 ABV

= 4.8 - SA %

C02

= 3.6 - 4.4

- WEIZENBOCK: SO % WHEAT MALT, CLOVE/BANANA FlAVOURS, CHOCOLATY MALllNESS, MILD SOURNESS ACCEPTABLE

OG

= 1.064 -

1.072 FG

= 1.018 -

1.028 IBU

= 10 -

15 SRM

=7

- 30 ABV

= 6.5 - 7.5 %

C02

= 3.7 - 4.7

Slimate troubles brewing for beer

make~s

Rising temperatures are affecting European hop harvests
Hopping worried: beer makers have climate change to

the world's largest number of hop-growers, plant breeder

contend with. Punch stock with prices high and breweries

Elisabeth Seigner, of the Hop Research Institute in Hull,

booming, hop growers should be full of good cheer.

Germany, turned to Turkey for wild strains to create

Instead, they have furrowed brows as climate change

hardier new varieties. German hop growers recently

threatens the finicky crop.

received US$9 million from the European Commission to
build the first major irrigation systems for this crop in

Plant scientists from Europe are attempting to breed new

that country, helping the plants to withstand hot

varieties that can withstand warmer climates, and are

summers to come.

planning to install major irrigation systems where

Darby travelled to South Africa in 2005 to collect hop

traditionally the hop plants haven't needed additional

pollen for developing better varieties for Britain. Plants

watering. On Monday 5 May, plant scientists met to hash

from these seeds are undergoing their first tests in fields

through such issues at a hop conference at the Hop Museum

in the United Kingdom this year.

in Wolnzach, Germany.
And last August, researchers from the Hop Research
Hops initially served as a flavouring agent, and then a

Institute Company in Saaz, Czech Republic, dug up

preservative in unrefrigerated kegs of beer that European

records of a 50-year-old United States-led hop collection

colonial powers shipped abroad on sailing vessels. The trend

trip to identify wild strains with desired traits in Arizona

continues; pale ales still have a hop-heavy taste, and nearly

and New Mexico. Researchers at Washington State

all beer contains hops as a preservative and flavouring

University are now working to develop these seeds into

agent.

suitable varieties for new climates, some of which
eventually will be shipped to the Czech Republic.

The weedy plant is grown in lines up trestles, and a fruit-like
cone is harvested to make hops for brewing. The plants

Not the only shortage

currently grown in northern climates require moist soil, a

So far, the US hop-growing heartland in the Pacific
Northwest has not been adversely affected by any
warming trends, says Steve Kenny at Washington State
University in Prosser; the fields there are already irrigated
and so have the capacity to withstand warmer summers.

hard-winter freeze and a hot summer. This formula has been
disrupted by warming weather.
"I was absolutely sure it was affecting our hops by 1989,"
says Peter Darby, a hop breeder with Wye Hops in Kent, UK.
The nation's meteorological office data shows that the

But there could be more troubles brewing for beer

country has had unusually hot years since the late 1980s

makers in the United States and worldwide: last month

and that is clearly being felt in hop fields. Within the past

Jim Salinger of New Zealand's National Institute of Water

half-dozen years, Darby says, warm springs and milder

and Atmospheric Research in New Zealand warned that

winters began affecting the main varieties. Many hop vines

environmental changes were set to cause a crash in

sprouted early, went stagnant and produced little.

malting-barley production in New Zealand and Australia,
with other areas perhaps to follow.

Hop hunt
As the changing conditions became more evident, biologists

For now, strong ale lovers are left hoping that hop

started heading to hotter climates in search of hop varieties

breeders can stay ahead of Earth's warming trend, and

that flourish there.

prices for these crops don't soar too high.
Rex Dalton

After the record heat of 2003 in Germany, the nation with

http://www.nature.com/news/2008/0805 02/full/news. 2008.799.hhlll

(continued from page 4)
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County Durham Brewery, located just north
of the city, makes many fine ales. A house fave at
C'est What? is their County Durham Hop Head
(cask conditioned) 5%, 90 IBU. This is a cask version
of one of their main beers, Hop Addict - just look
for the huge syringe at the taps! Not too aromatic,
but an immediate hop bite on the front palate,
concentrated, well balanced, long, long, dry finish.

One of the best things about The Granite are
their stunning & delicious cask-conditioned ales.
The extra dry hopped Best Bitter (4.5%) is very
British and a favourite of the regular clientele.
Aromatic, well balanced with malty undertones,
but freshly bitter and a wonderful finish. They also
happened to have their LP.A. (5%) on a hand pump
that day as well. Lots of hop in the nose, golden
hued, medium bodied, well balanced, hop
accented, dry finish. We had looked forward to
their Gin Lane Ale (9%), a seasonal available from
November to April, but this Barley Wine definitely
tasted off, it had perhaps reached the end of its
season. The waitress, however, assured us that they
make it every week and sour was how it was
supposed to taste. We got a bit of a chuckle out of
that as we sent those glasses back.

Big cascade hop presence. Very clean and clear for
a cask beer, straw gold in colour.
Plowman's Ale (cask conditioned) 4.7%,
60 IBU, by Grand River Brewing in Cambridge,
Ontario. Golden brown ale, light hoppy aroma,
initial crystal malt bite, hints of butterscotch, fairly
balanced, sweet malty notes sneak through a
blanket of fresh hops. Short, dry finish.
Black Oak Chocolate Cherry Stout (5.5%)
Black Oak Brewing in Oakville, Onto
Some roasted notes in the aroma, dark tan head,
dark malty tones, body a bit thin, leads to a beer
more cherry than stout in character, but a pleasant
enough brew.
C'est What Coffee Porter (5.8%) This is a perennial
favourite and one of the first of this style made
anywhere; tan head, light roasty aroma, lovely
smooth coffee palate, soft creamy middle, nice
balance, accents of roasted malts, dark chocolate,
espresso.
Nicklebrook Cuvee (7%) Nickle Brook
Brewing Cloudy and white, banana and spices
prevalent in the nose and first taste; light palate,
creamy middle, slightly warming, cloy and slightly
winy in the finish. A surprising and delicious brew
from this new brewery.

In business since 1988, C'est What? is

We had a lot of fine beers in a lot of different
bars in Toronto that week, and never had trouble

located downtown at Front and Church, and offers

finding something fresh and local. I have to report

its own line of brews (now brewed at County
Durham Brewery) and many of Ontario's finest

that the craft beer biz seems to be alive and kicking

craft beers. With 45 craft beer available on tap, on
hand pump and in bottles, this is Toronto's
Premium Beer Bar and a great one-stop-shopping
spot for Beer Hunters and local enthusiasts alike.
So, where to start? The cask conditioned stuff on
the hand pumps of course!

and doing quite well in Ontario.

Michael N azarec
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Treasurers Report by Brian Read
OPENING BALANCE:

$679.01

-$42A6 (CHEQUE # 010)

$636.55

MAy 2/08

BRIAN READ

MAy 7/08

DARREN BENr:ER

MAy 7/08

3

DROP-IN FEES

+$15.00

$611.89

MAy 7/08

4

YEARLY DUES

+80.00

$691.89

MAy 7/08

1 FAMILY MEMBERSHIP

+25.00

$716.89

MAy 7/08

10 RAFFlE TICKETS

+$10.00

$726.89

BEER & STATIONERY

-$39.66 (CHEQUE #011)

SHIP BEER TO CONlEST

$596.89

THE GREAT CANADIAN BEER
FESTIVAL - VICTORIA
SEPTEMBER 5TH AND 6TH

Marvin goes down to the
corner pub for a "quiet pint"
UP~OMING BSSR

.nIS.

June = Wheat Beers
July = European Pilsners
September = Bitter, E.S.B.
October = Marzen
November = Dubbels
December = Winter Warmers

Tickets through Wild Rose are
only$30 for the two day event.
Members who are interested are
encouraged to drop off a cheque (NOT
cash please) to the Bartender at the
Wild Rose Taproom on or before our
next CowTown Yeast WRanglers
meeting on Wednesday, June 4th.
If your circumstances change and
you are unable to go, money will be
refunded.
Wild Rose is also looking into a
charter flight, hoping there is enough
interest, likely leaving on Thursday,
Sept. 4 in the evening and returning on
Sunday, Sept 7th. The two are not tied
together, so you may purchase tickets
and make your own way there any way
you like. Also, accommodations in
Victoria are your own responsibility.

Wild Rose Wort Challenge
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So, here's the deal:
Sometime in mid-June, Wild Rose will supply up
to 400 liters of freshly made wort (oxygenated or not) for
members to take home in their own containers (glass
carboys or Stainless Steel Kegs). That's 20 members taking

r & BAR-

20 liters each (or maximum two carboys per member). The

The CowTown Yeast WRanglers Year End

idea is to make a beer that will be entered and judged in the

Bar-B-Q Bash will take place on Saturday,

Wild Rose Wort Challenge Competition in August. Mike

June 28 at fezz's place in Lakeview. Directions

Tymchuk, Tina Wolfe and Dave Neilly of Wild Rose will

and a map will be emailed to all who sign up,

be the judges in two categories:

which I encourage one and all to do. Please

I) Commercial Viability
2) Most Creative Brew
YOU will be the judges in the Fan Favourite
category, when we taste these beers and hand out awards to
the winners at our CowTown Yeast WRangler season
opener on Wednesday, September 3rd.
The cost will be $20 for 20 liters. You can use the
same entry forms as we used in our February Club
Competition. A grain bill will be provided to describe the
wort we will all be starting out with, as well as OG and IBU
information. You can take your wort oxygenated, if all you
intend to do is pitch some yeast and let it ferment. Or you
can take unoxygenated wort, if you intend to pour it into
your kettle at home and add other ingredients to make
something unique. What ever you do, be sure you have yeast
prepared and ready at home BEFORE you come to pick up
your wort! !! Have blow off tubes too!
More details on how to adjust your brews (SG, SRM, IBU)
at the next meeting and in the June newsletter.
We encourage as many members as possible to
participate, using a wide variety of yeast styles. Once again,
like our Club Competition, all entries will be judged in a
Best of Show style. Please go to the sign up sheet on our
website www.yeastwranglers.caASAP so we can
determine accurate numbers. Two bottles will be needed for
each entry for judging, plus whatever you can bring to
September's meeting for the Fan Favourite tasting.
Once the brew date is announced, members will
come to the brewery to pick up their wort at 6:30 pm.
This is a great opportunity for homebrewers. If the
Wild Rose crew finds one of the entries particularly good
and commercially viable, it may become of their seasonals,
perhaps even named by or after the brewer.
Now that's Beer Cred!
Questions can be addressed to fezz@telus.net

visit our website and put your name on the sign
up sheet. www.yeastwranglers.ca
The party is free for members, $5 for all others.
Guests are welcome. The Club will pay for the
food: burgers, beef, buns, snacks, salads,
veggies, etc, but please feel free to bring
something special if you wish to. Also, please
let us know if you have any food preferences
(vegetarian, allergies, etc). Members are
expected to BYOH - Bring Your Own
Homebrew. If you do not have any homebrew
on hand, than bring your favourite commercial
brew. Kegs are welcome, we will have tubs and
ice on hand for cooling purposes. Please bring
folding lawn chairs too, if you have any, as we
will be short of chairs. Because of iffy weather
in June, we have made Sunday, June 29th the
Back-Up Day, just in case Saturday gets rained
out. Anytime after 3 pm both days.
We have a large deck and a fair sized yard and
hope to play Croquet and Bocce. There will be
a Raffle and prizes. Any questions can be
directed to fezz@telus.net. Please sign up
ASAP so we can get accurate numbers in order
to plan the menu. See you there!

Michael Nazarec
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Jason, Joy & Jamie's Maritime Brew Tour, Part 3

And what about Halifax? Here's where

We've made our rounds through the Maritimes, and
now we end our Atlantic time in beautiful Nova Scotia.
With so much history and coast line scenery, a tour through
Nova Scotia can take you weeks. We took our time through
this province; as Joy is a born and bred Cape Bretoner, we
got the behind the scenes tour.
When traveling through Nova Scotia there
are some well known tourist highlights and they are well
known for a reason. Do not miss Lunenburg, Mahone Bay
or any of the other small towns on what is termed the
"Lighthouse Route". You may recognize many of these
places from movies and post cards, but to see them in person
is amazing. Each has its own great pub like the Foc'sle
Tavern in Chester, which claims to be the first rural pub in
the British Colonies. Of course, if you're going to drive, you
must hit the Cabot Trail. It may seem out of the way if you
are touring Halifax, but that drive is one of the best in the
world, high cliffs and ocean views that are unbelievable.

by Jamie Burla

you'll find many good times, great bars and fantastic beers.
The best part of Halifax is that the historic tourist area is
all walkable - an important trait if you are going to try the
many beers available. Of course, we are all very familiar
with Nova Scotia's finest mayor and brewmaster,
Alexander Keith and the beer he produced so long ago.
Now, we do not find this India Pale Ale to be the hoppiest
we've ever had, but the tour of the Keith's Brewery is
actually well worth it. You will have to pay, but the songs
and the pub are a good time and it's located right on the
waterfront.
Moving from the well known beers to some of
Nova Scotia's finest micros we come to one of our
favourite microbreweries in the country, Garrison
Brewery. The pub is located just short walk from the
Keith's Brewery on historic Pier 21 in the market area.
The brewery is well designed with a large pub & shop and
brewery has frequent tours. Garrison gets its name from
the historical fact that Halifax was developed as a British
military site during their battles with France for occupation
of the area. Halifax's Citadel is a popular tourist attraction
and you will hear much of the military history on any tour
you take.
Garrison boasts a large menu of beers and most of
the selection resulted in our favourites of the coast beers.
My preference went to Garrison's Nut Brown Ale with a
slightly chocolate flavour. Joy found the Irish Red Ale a
must drink, and Jason chose the Imperial Pale Ale,
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a 2007 Canadian Beer Award Gold medalist and a much
hoppier taste than its competitor found down the road. You
Moving back up the road in Halifax's harbour district,
can also find Garrison's Tall Ship Amber Ale on tap in most
you'll find great shopping and a couple more micros. The
pubs and the Raspberry Wheat was seen in hand by many as
Granite Brewery has an interesting story as the original
it is a very good summer time drink. They also boast
brewery and pub is in Halifax, but they also boast a very
Martello Stout, but it is only brewed in winter, so we did not
successful one in Toronto (see page 8). Granite makes a
get a chance to try it.
number of beers in this small pub, but is soon to be
Although Garrison is gaining a great reputation for
launching a whole new massive brewery in Windsor, Nova
its regularly brewed beers, their seasonals and specialty beers
Scotia. We're glad to see these great beers expand through
are interesting for those unfamiliar with 'other' beer styles.
this province, and perhaps beyond. Owner Kevin Keefe
While we were there we were able to taste a great Harvest
and his brother Ron are moving to the historic Windsor
Wheat Ale, which is unfiltered and finishes with a fruity
Cotton Mill and will no doubt increase the types of beers
flavour; Moka Ale, which we thought was one of the best
they offer. While we were at the pub in Halifax, we
coffee flavoured beers we've ever had; and a very drinkable
enjoyed a few delicious Best Bitters and a very hoppy IPA
Blueberry Wheat. The most unusual beer brewed here is a
with a great taste of grapefruit left lingering. Also on tap
Jalapeno Ale. This is their
Tall Ships Ale infused with
jalapeno, habenero, Scotch
Bonnet and Jamaican Hot
peppers. Not a beer you can
have more than one of, but they
cannot keep it on their shelves,
as it has become one of
Halifax's best meat marinades.
I guess you never know what
flavours people will like, but
with ones like these,
Garrison's was of our
favourite breweries.

was the sweet Peculiar strong ale, as well as Keefe's Irish
Red. You may begin to notice a pattern as to which beers
types we tend to gravitate toward. At any rate, whether
you're in Halifax, Toronto or Windsor, don't pass Granite
Brewery by.
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Finally, we couldn't have an article on Nova Scotia
beers without mentioning the Propeller Brewery. Propeller
gets its name from the rich shipping history of Nova Scotia
and is a tribute of sorts to the screw propeller that was
invented by John Patch in Yarmouth and revolutionized
steam shipping. The beers produced here include world beer
winner Extra Special Bitter, possibly the best bitter we had
all trip and a personal favourite of my father-in-Iaw's. There
is also Propeller's Honey Wheat, London Porter and a
Pale Ale. Along with seasonals like their Pumpkin Ale,
Propeller Brewing Company is growing in beers and
popularity.
Well, that does it for the Atlantic Provinces on our
journey of Canadian beers. It will be a long drive, but next
month be sure to read about our trip into Quebec and les
bieres dans La Belle Province.

LUMPY GRAVY (7.2% abv)
Lagunitas Brewing, Petaluma, California
This is the third in a series that promises to go
on for years to come. Frank Zappa was a formidable

by Jamie BurJa

artist, and has a very large body of work. This release,
offered up by the Lagunitas Brewing Company, with
permission of the Zappa Family trust, features a T-shirt
clad Frank on the original cover of Lumpy Gravy from
1968. This ale is released in celebration of the 40th
anniversary of Lumpy Gravy.
The beer itself is a dark amber/copper, rich
and heady brew. Fruity aromatics welcomes the taster,
as does an initial hop bitterness that slowly dissipates
into a cornucopia of maltiness; hints of caramel,
roasted malt, nuttiness, coffee and burnt toffee. A
complex but smooth palate mellows into a slightly
sweet and lingering finish. This is basically a pumped
up American Brown Ale that pours tall with a big rocky
head and lovely lasting lace that follows you to the
bottom of the glass. Another classic release!
To quote Mr. zappa: "Without music to
decorate it, time is just a bunch of boring production
deadlines or dates by which bills must be paid." Much
the same could be said about beer. Cheers!

A nice place to sit and enjoy a Nova Scotia brew or two.
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T-Shirts Coming!
This is the logo we plan on using for our first run of
our CowTown Yeast WRanglers official wear. This
would be on a white T-shirt, or the same logo with
white font on a black T-shirt. We would like to make
long sleeve Tees as well as short sleeves. The logo
would be front and centre on the shirts,

Wed..esday#
J....e4th
atSpln.

approximately 10 inches in diameter. No prices yet,
but we're looking at good quality cotton. We'll have a
sign up sheet at the June meeting for colours, sizes,
long, short, etc.

WILD RO·SE

BRElVERY

IIHoney, it s my boss.
Bring out the good beer."

